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Tuesday, January 30, 2007

“I have always been a huge
admirer of my own work. I’m
one of the funniest and most
entertaining writers I know. ”
~Mel Brooks

Things I Won’t
Miss about MTU
By Alex Dimitrijeski
~ Daily Bull ~

Tech Standards
I hate that I have to
lower my standards.
My standards were
pretty low to begin
with. Now, it feels like
I’ll settle for pretty much
anything with a pulse.
Snow, Cold Weather
It’s snowing. I park
outside of a friend’s
house to run in and
pick something up. I
come right back outside, and there’s an
inch of snow on the
car. Are you kidding
me? It’s a blizzard, accidents are all over the
place, and classes still
aren’t canceled? What
the hell?
...see MTU on back
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Tech Standards
We all know about the ‘Houghton Handicap.’ Girls that would
normally be average looking
back home are now hot at Tech.
This is huge at Tech, because
it broadens the playing field.
I can now bang an ugly chick
and feel less disappointed in
myself.

an alcoholic. I can out-drink
most of my friends at other
schools, and I have the most
crazy drunk stories out of anyone I know. You may have even
heard me tell one. Heck, you
may have told it to a friend!
Non-Real World Cost of Living
Rent and utilities up here are insanely cheap compared to any
of the Big Ten schools. People
at other schools pay four times
our rent. I can work in a real
city over the summer and make
big bucks for when I get back
up here.

Snow, Cold Weather
There may be other places
that say they get more snow,
or colder weather, but you
know what? I don’t care. I
still like laughing at my friends
down state, or in the south, and
laughing when they get classes Everyone Knows Me
canceled because of an inch of I can walk from one class to
snow, or 20-degree weather. the next, and stop to have
three conversations along the
Drinking
way. I’m kind of a big deal,
What would a Michigan Tech list but it’s that way for most Tech
be without drinking? Up here, students. It’s a very close-knit
I’m a lightweight. At home, I’m community.

It’s already the THIRD week of classes?!?!?!
I guess I should buy some of my books now

I’m not drinking until
Carnival. (stop laughing)
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I’m losing my voice.
This is a tragedy, for
me.

How did I acquire this
much stuff?
I should really remember to do the reading
They’ll build a walkway for my classes.
across 41 for people
that are too dumb to Girls, stop trying to
look both ways, but they factor the geeky guys
wont build a parking ga- into the Tech Ratio to
rage for people that have make it seem worse
to drive to class.
for you, or else we’ll
have to start factoring
If you sell your books in the ugly girls.
across an email list, I’ll
be less likely to buy it,
because I hate you.

Classifieds

Non-Real World
Cost of Living
When I get into the real world, I
will have no idea what a good
rent rate is. I won’t know how
to judge any prices whatsoever. I might think that $300
is too much, or too little, but
who knows?
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16oz bottle of fake blood
-Perfect for staging crime
scene
-Trick a vampire
Blood Caps
-Scare your friends into
thinking you’re vomiting
blood
Pony head on a stick
-Know someone that’s always
a pony?
-Want to send someone an
offer they can’t refuse?

Alex is the Man!

Everyone Knows Me
“Hey, Alex!” “Hey... you!” Who
Drinking
I feel like I’m pissing my liver the hell are you? Why do you
out faster than Lindsey Lohan know me? Sometimes, recogat a Britney Spears party. Ei- nition can be a bad thing.
ther I spend money on good
booze, or I drink cheap booze
and regret it the next day, and if
you asked, “Why don’t you just
stop drinking?” then you really
don’t get it, do you?
...Aztec from front

